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With well earned respect, I confidently recommend Mattawa Industrial Services Inc. for future catalyst projects, safety, 
and other turnaround projects. I want to thank you for your exceptional work during our turnaround. Your hard work and 
dedication to the job was an integral part of the successful completion of the project.

I had the good fortune of working with Mattawa Industrial Services during our Silica Gel Gas Plant turnaround in June 
2014. With a number of jobs occurring at the same time, involving multiple confined space entries; detailed planning, 
implementation, and communication of those plans with all team members and contractors was critical. The key to our 
success was the ability to work with one vision. Your efforts and talents were a significant contribution to the entire team 
in accomplishing great results considering some of the project “set-backs”. Chris Stagge, Sean Simmons, and the rest of 
the crew supported each other seamlessly, worked diligently, and communicated well together to successfully complete 
the turnaround.

The Mattawa teams managed their portion of the job planning process/procedures exceptionally well and were always 
prepared to proactively identify options and solutions to challenges that occurred during the project. Manpower and ma-
terial procurement were managed well and as adjustments were required, Mattawa smoothly made those adjustments 
to enhance the flow of progress.

The success of the plant turnaround was the result of the team assembled and their ability to communicate and work 
collaboratively and unselfishly towards the common goal. Mattawa Industrial Services role in the Silica Gel turnaround 
was excellent and their contribution to the entire project team was commendable. Again, I highly recommend the team 
at Mattawa Industrial Services and would welcome their contribution for any construction project/turnaround I work 
with.

Sincerely, 
Cal Walker 
Maintenance Coordinator 
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